Read: (G ch. 1, J ch. 1; review STAT 206)
7 Jan 20
(Gelman et al.)(Ouyang) DeGroot & Schervish

please put "STAT 206 Winter 2020" in subject line of email to me

3 take-home tests; k quizzes (k = 3?)
all video upload to canvas course web page

STAT 206 Winter 2020 Courses. SoE. U.C. E

webcast info on course web page

\[ P(\theta = 1 | y = 1, B) = \frac{P(\theta = 1 | B)}{\int P(\theta = 1 | B) \, d\theta} \]

\[ P(A | B, C) = P(A | C) \]

data uncertainty \uparrow information \uparrow